Development of P30

Deadlines: January 25, May 25, September 25
Check with relevant IC, if P series applications are accepted, and when

NIH Definition
To support shared resources and facilities for categorical research by a number of investigators from different disciplines who provide a multidisciplinary approach to a joint research effort or from the same discipline who focus on a common research problem. The core grant is integrated with the center's component projects or program projects, though funded independently from them. This support, by providing more accessible resources, is expected to assure a greater productivity than from the separate projects and program projects.

Of Note
The P30 mechanism establishes and supports RESEARCH CORES in support of ongoing and future research in a specific area. It typically does NOT support research projects. Some P30 mechanisms allow for pilot project and training program funding.

Page Limitations
Please note that page limits vary by IC announcement, please check PAR/RFA you are applying to.

Budget
- direct costs vary with IC, please check PAR/RFA
- up to 5 years

Overall Components:
Overall components vary with RFA, but generally, at a minimum, contain the following components:
- Overall Component
- Administrative Core
- Research Support Core(s)